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The Image of Loss: Jalal Toufic's Filmic Beirut
Elliot Colla

Jalal Toufic's cinematic and literary pieces form a unique corpus within contempo
rary Arab filmmaking. His esthetic vision—built around a sublime understanding of
image as loss—not only connects with the current ruins of the Lebanon he films, but
also resonates with the classical tradition of the nasib in Arabic poetry.

"A percentage, however small, of the guerrilla operations directed against Israel should
be directed against the studios that make Arabic and especially Egyptian soap operas."

Jalal Toufic

At first glance, it would be a mistake to lump the works of the Lebanese film
maker Jalal Toufic into any category of Arab cinema.1 Not only does he rarely
engage with contemporary Arab cinema in his work, but when he does he most
often takes an antagonistic position, dismissing much of it as vulgar mass cul
ture, irredeemable in terms of esthetic vision.2 As a filmmaker, he prefers to find
inspiration in the works of Godard, Blanchot and others who have had little
influence on Arab cinema in general and on Mashriqi cinema in particular. So,
how to show his relation to the cultures or cinemas of the Arab world?

One could introduce Toufic's works by way of the late Egyptian filmmaker
Shadi 'Abd al-Salam whose al-Mumiya' ['Abd al-Salam 1975 (1969)] Toufic con
siders to be a uniquely successful formal experiment in Arab cinema.3 'Abd al-
Salam's film focuses on the distance between theSa'idi (Upper Egyptian) village
and an occluded Pharaonic tradition that, in an uncanny way, possessesthe char
acters while never being wholly visible. This sense of distance—between a for
gotten past and the present historical moment—is conveyed in the lingering
shots and silences: it becomes an aura both melancholic and sublime. This read
ing of the film turns on the fact that it was produced immediately after the 1967
defeat: the motif of "distance" in al-Mumiya' serves to allegorize the cultural
death that followed this accumulationof disasters in Arab society. For Toufic, it is
the film's critical recognition of that distance that sets it off from other Arab films
that act as if nothing had changed, that nothing had died with those disasters.
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